THE BIG RESTORATION
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Teenage restorer Elyot Harmston
turned lockdown frustration into a
thing of significant beauty

Ten years hard service for
the Harmston family, and it
doesn’t look too bad. There
were gremlins within though.
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THE RESTORER
Elyot Harmston is 19 and
grew up in a house that sat
at the end of the runway at
Goodwood. It gave him his love
of aircraft. He is now a qualified
pilot and is about to start an
apprenticeship at BAE. His
dream is to work with
older aircraft.

I

n January 2020, Elyot Harmston decided to
do something special. He walked to the back
of the family shed and dragged out the old
Series One. ‘It’s been around since before
I was born,’ he says, patting the front wing,
‘Mum (Polly) and Dad (Joe) bought it from
a dealership in Petworth after grandad ‘Gaffer’ (on
my mum’s side) who is an old school petrolhead,
talked them out of buying a more sensible, younger
Land Rover. He took my dad to the end of the
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showroom where this was lurking.’ At the time, the
less sensible purchase, a 1949 Series One, might
have seemed a bit of a risk. Not now. ‘Dad tells me
they paid two grand for it back in the 1999. It is now
insured for £85k. So basically, ‘Gaffer’ was right!’
It became a serious working car, helping family
Harmston build their first house and being pressed
into use on a variety of filth-ridden duties. Then
Elyot
➽ arrived on the scene. From an early age he
bonded with the Landie: ‘My first memory of it
➽
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THE BIG RESTORATION

Here’s how Elyot did it

‘It all started
with a day of
spannering
in the rain’
was a journey to see my grandparents. I was standing
up holding onto the screen surround and had my hand
over some taped up wires leading to the wiper motors.
It suddenly gave me a big electric shock. I wasn’t the
happiest, but it left an impression… literally.’

Sparked into life

Fifteen years on from that child-frying scare, three
generations – son, father, and grandfather were
involved in the initial plans to revive the Series I. ‘We
knew the wings were wrong for the year, as were the
doors. It needed a variety of parts to make it good and it
needed paint, too. So, we started taking it apart. Then,
I suppose, the COVID-19 lockdown, for me, became a
lucky event, because it meant I could devote my time to
it, 24/7.’ Starting with a stripdown and a day of hardcore
spannering in the pouring rain.
‘It was purely intended as a cosmetic rebuild, but as
ever with these things, every task was more involved
than anticipated and came with a ‘while we’re here we
might as well…’ caveat.’ The biggest job made itself
obvious as the stripdown neared completion. ‘The
bulkhead was in a terrible state. I tried very hard to repair
it, but in the end my welding skills were not up to the
task. Every time I thought I had made a good repair I found
that the rest of the bulkhead had flexed slightly. It was
really frustrating because I worked hard to get it right
and it took a long time. In the end I went to ace fabricator,
Tom Pickford, who’d repaired another original bulkhead
himself, and we exchanged. He was very understanding
as I showed my efforts. He said, ‘Don’t worry, bulkheads
are like barns, everyone has had a go at repairing them.’
The silver lining is that I think it made me a better welder,
just not quite skilled enough for that task.’
By May 2020 the Series I was in bits. The chassis played
host to a wide variety of paint and overspray, including its
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1

MAY 2020 Stripped and ready

2

JULY 2020
Buggered bulkhead

17-year-old Elyot and the chassis he is about to spend weeks stripping with
a wire wheel. ‘Absolutely horrible! I’ll blast it next time.’

Original seats…
and no electrified
screen surround

TECH SPEC
Engine 1595cc 4-cyl/OHV
Power 50bhp@4000rpm
Torque 80 lb ft@2000rpm
Gearbox 4-speed manual
0-60mph N/A
Top speed 50mph
Fuel economy 25mpg
Weight 1176kg/2593lb

ABOVE Four-pot motor is
now as sweet as a nut.

original colour, bronze green: ‘I know the purists will have
kittens about its current colour scheme,’ Elyot smiles,
‘Dad and I know it should be Bronze Green, all 1950 cars
should be because that was what the MOD specified; but
this colour, which is a later Series II version of the earlier
Series I Land Rover Light Green, might not be original, but
it is the colour my parents bought it in and I want to keep
it that colour. It’s how we have always known it.’

ABOVE Tilt, door
tops and support
hoops. For rainy
days only.
ABOVE LEFT
Elyot and his lathe.
It came in useful.

Doing the hard yards

The early days were tough: ‘I repainted the chassis
myself, bit by bit, as I repaired and welded different parts
practicalclassics.co.uk

of it. I was still welding dumb irons in March this year, so it
was a protracted process.’ Dad Joe was involved in the
early part of the restoration as well. As a theatre director
lockdown saw work suddenly and completely dry up for
him, so the resto became a joint endeavour: ‘Dad is very
hands-on. He has built houses and knows how to run
a ‘production’, so we worked together at the start.
He gave me the confidence to test myself. It means that
my next project, a 1966 88in, I am tackling entirely myself
with a clear idea as to what to do and when.’
The Series One required new panels and a lot of
research was required, this vehicle being something
of a hybrid: ‘It was built in September 1949, but to
the specification for a 1950 car. The Series One was
continuously tweaked through its lifetime and I wanted
to rectify some of its anomalies. I bought the correct
reproduction wings and tailgate from CKD Shop;
their help was invaluable and appropriately detailed!
The panels fit really well, too.’ Summer 2020 was full
of research and parts acquisition followed by some
rectification and eventually paint.
The running gear was generally healthy, but was
cleaned and repainted before being refitted with new
bushes and bearings. The engine is a ‘Solihull Rebuild’ so
not original, but Elyot conducted a deep service including
gaskets before repainting it. Body work continued
into autumn: ‘We had all the cappings regalvanised
by a company called Penfolds in Barnham and made
numerous small repairs, but the rear tub is basically all
original apart from the tailgate. We also had the screen
surround shot blasted because it was cracked. I welded it
up and then we took it to be regalvanised.’
Door tops were rebuilt to original specification after
Elyot found that one of them had a naughty home-made
aluminium insert. A couple of other anomalies were
retained, however, including an adaptation for later
seats. ‘We love the physical history of this car, so despite
taking a lot of it back to factory spec, we have also
➽
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Elyot spent weeks welding it, but warpage
eventually saw him exchange it for a pro
restored item.

OCTOBER
2020
Welding on

3

AUGUST 2020
Flappy frame

Elyot’s welding was up to the task of
repairing the Series I screen surround. He
also had it re-galvanised.

4

Step by step
chassis welding
saw Elyot regularly
discovering the
worst and then
turning the MiG
welder up to ‘11’.

6

NOVEMBER 2020
Boyz in da booth

Father and son paint school. Joe and
Elyot break out the cellulose in their
homemade paint booth.

5

MARCH 2020
First run

Incomplete, but alive again. Elyot
takes the Series I out of the shed
for the first time in a year as
a proud father looks on.
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retained some elements that are not factory, but
‘original’ to us. So, the paint colour and the cut out
behind the driver’s seat which allows later series
‘shovel back’ seats to be fitted (and possibly to be
positioned further away from the pedals) was not
changed. It is part of the story of its life with us and
with previous owners too.’
Painting the car, panel by panel, took several
months: ‘Dad and I made a booth in the workshop
with fresh air feed, integral compressor, dust
extractor and decent lighting. It didn’t have to be
huge because the biggest single area to be painted
was the rear tub which is six feet square. The other
panels are easily handlable. Dad and I used cellulose
because that is what we have experience with.
Again, dad really helped me get things right here.’
Dad, Joe, is a skilled carpenter and bespoke builder
when he isn’t telling thesps where to stand, and the
repurposing of the workshop to car restoration spec
was very important for the project. ‘It made things
much easier when we were mid-lockdown.’
Building the car up started with finding all the
nuts and bolts and replacing the ones that were
beyond reusable condition, which was most of
them. ‘Fortuitously, we found a company called LR
Fasteners, who had everything. LRF is, basically,
a wise old man in a shed, and what he doesn’t know
isn’t worth knowing. You have to pay by cheque, but
the hassle is well worth it. I went through the parts
book and wrote down the part number and quantity
required and then sent them through to him. I have
four A4 pages of parts required, and it took me days
to get that right. All the new bolts, washers and tiny
springs came back in bags with instructions and
clear labelling as to how to fit them. Very useful.’
Next was the loom from Autosparks which
was a decent fit and came with a few requested
modifications, such as flashing indicator lights.
‘Fitting the loom took time, although the wiring on
a Series I is very simple.’
The test runs proved successful and even
provided an employment opportunity. ‘Early this year

WHAT’S IT LIKE TO DRIVE
You gotta roll with it
when you drive a Series
One and Elyot’s chariot
is no exception. Making
regular, directionally
instinctive, inputs at
the wheel are all part of
the experience. It’s not
everyone’s idea of a
good time, but I love it.
It is perky, not fast, and
you are always aware of
engineering busying
itself beneath you – all
noise and bustling
purpose. And wind!
Minus its tilt and with
the screen flat there

are few more exposed
experiences to be had,
on (or off) road. All of
which makes the
driving fabulously
involved. It is alive,
eager to serve and, like
any good relationship,
the more you put in, the
more you get out.
Bouncing around the
country lanes near
Goodwood I try to
get lost to prolong
my test drive. It is
a joy and its place
at the heart of the
Harmston family is

on one of the early test runs, actually a work trip to
help dad with a building project, we stopped at a local
engineering firm. As soon as they heard what I had
done on the chassis they offered me a job, welding.
So, I’ve earned a few quid over summer – doing
something I have learned, and love.’
The first family trip out was a bimble up into the
South Downs to The Trundle for a sunrise breakfast
in honour of mum, Polly’s birthday. ‘Amazing and
unbelievably chilly,’ laughs Elyot. Final jobs? ‘Projects
like this never really stop. So, the rear suspension
still needs new bushes and there are a couple of
electrical gremlins to sort… once done, it will be
ready for the Goodwood Revival, an event it hasn’t
missed for years.’
Dad Joe, who joined us on the shoot, is beaming,
as is mum Polly. As for ‘Gaffer’? Well, we imagine this
was all part of the plan. Buy a classic that will rocket
in value, provide useful transport for the kids and
eventually create a calling card for the grandson’s
future career. There’s certainly much to be proud of
here and, for Elyot, much to look forward to. n

of no surprise. Elyot’s
hard work means that
this 72-year-old will be
ready to serve for
longer than I will. Great
job.

USEFUL
CONTACTS
Autosparks wiring looms
autosparks.co.uk
CKD Shop, All parts for
Series Is ckdshop.co.uk
LR Fasteners kits for Land
Rovers tel: 01204 302589
Penfolds Metalising
tel: 01243 554472

ABOVE Elyot and his dad Joe,
very much partners in grime.

Restorer of
the Year
IN MEMORIAM
This article is dedicated to
Elyot’s flying instructor and head
of Goodwood flying school, Rob
Wildeboer. He organised our access
to the airfield for this shoot and is
deeply missed by all who knew him.
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The Practical Classics Team spend
all year hunting for the best home
restorations in the land. If you know of
one GET IN TOUCH! This restoration
will be part of the Practical Classics
Restorer of the Year 2022.
You will be able to vote for it
in February 2022.
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